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1.0 Introduction
The current world of telematic communications
appears as fast-changing environment. The
actors of this ecosystem are represented by
billions of nodes that, every day, globally transmit
a huge amount of data and information. With a
factor directly proportional to the increase in
these nodes and to the quantity and type of
information in transit within it, the number and
type of information that the community has
learned to classify as "cyber threat" have also
grown exponentially, by species and by potential
risk factor.
A “Cyber Threat” is defined as the circumstance
(whether generated by human or natural
behaviour) that could have a negative impact on
one or more “assets” (e.g. resources, processes,
products, systems, applications etc.). In the
common operations conducted on a daily basis
by the personnel employed in the control and
monitoring centres (S.O.C. and Se.O.C.) or in
incident response centres (C.E.R.T. and C.S.I.R.T.),
this risk factor is often determined by attempts at
intrusion and compromising systems through
malware (malicious code designed for performing
harmful activities on the system in which it is
executed).

These attempts at compromise can be caused by
multiple factors, such as the desire to acquire
valuable know-how from companies operating in
sensitive sectors (such as scientific research,
energy, etc.), or can be oriented to "digital"
espionage by obtaining useful documentation in
the geo-political and international relations from
net-works and government systems while other
times are oriented to mere economic gain (e.g.
ransomware). Sometimes, finally, the attackers
are simply persuaded by issues related to social
protests and execute cracking actions with the
sole purpose of promoting collective changes.
This summary paragraph clearly outlines an
infinite number of potential threats for the
integrity, availability and confidentiality of the
data processed. The purpose of this paper is to
answer the question “how can an ISP help in the
processes of prevention and mitigation of cyber
threats?
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2.0 Myths and Facts about Cybersecurity
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Before proceeding with the enumeration of
possible technical responses to the abovementioned question, it is useful to point out that,
despite a significant increase of awareness of
these issues in recent years, some false beliefs are
still widespread and rooted when it comes to ICT
security, such as:

2. Italy is not a target for APT threats.
False.
False. Infrastructures, institutions and Italian
companies represent a highly coveted target for
different AT groups. There are also many “crime”
campaigns aimed at stealing credentials and at
obtaining economic gain, hitting users on a large
scale.

1. Italy is a country that is somehow less at risk
than others.
False.
Italy is one of the most exposed countries.
Moreover, our country is cyclically targeted both
by threats related to the world of crime (APT and
not) and by the so-called State-Sponsored APT.

3. Large companies and organizations are
generally safer than smaller ones.
False.
Despite the cybersecurity investments of large
companies are exponentially greater than the
ones of SMEs, these types of companies must
often manage very huge infrastructures that,
because of their complexity and their limitless
attack surface, can lead to higher risks.

4. The worst thing that could happen is a ransomware infection that makes my files useless,
but at worst I could pay the ransom.
False.
Although a ransomware is certainly a very unpleasant event for any reality, is still possible to
prevent the total lost of data executing a
constant backup of your data.

The situation is different in the case of data
exfiltration, especially if it is protracted over time.
In these cases, the threat usually is unnoticed for
months, leading to a lost of know-how as well as
a rapid decline in competitiveness on the market.
The damage is difficult to quantify when the data
is disclosed by third parties.

3.0 ISP += Security
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) owns all the
potentialities of playing a central role in the cyberdefence context, both for large companies and
households. These potentialities come from the
fact that the ISP represents the conjunction ring
between the final user (whether it is a huge
economic entity or a very simple family reality)
and the Internet. Moreover, because of its focal
role, an ISP is also potentially able to dispose of
telemetric data regarding possible threats in
enormous quantities and also before any other
actor (whether technological or human) inserted
within a possible cycle of threat hunting limited to
a restricted number of realities.
In view of an approach oriented to increase the
resilience to cyber-attacks, an ISP is generally able
to act through different approached, such as the
following:

Adopting these methods for monitoring and
verifying communications would provide a
number of advantages, such as:

1. Router ACLs

These technologies, beyond the classic web browsing, allow to implement filters on the basis of
communication application protocols. For
instance, an ISP, in agreement with the endcustomer, could enable only communication
protocols agreed on the basis of specific business
needs.

The traditional definition of ACL identifies a series of instructions, generally adopted at the level
of communication interface, that can allow (or
deny) the flow of traffic data to/from certain
destinations/sources. An ISP oriented to information security could natively prevent that communications channels from being established to
or from malicious resources, lowering the overall
risk level of the customer.

2. Web-Proxy Secure Gateway
In view of the security field, the basic principle of
web-proxy gateway does not differ a lot from the
one of ACLs. The final result would consist, as
always, in preventing communications considered
unreliable or malicious, but acting at the application level of ISO/OSI stack.

1) Validation and verification of TLS/SLL traffic;
2) Level of control for methods, application protocols and file types;
3) Granular checks for the URL’s classification and
validation;
4) In-depth analyses, based on the search for
possible threats.

3. Content-Aware ISP Firewall

4. DNS-Based Security
The principle of security based on allowing or
denying certain DNS requests results outdated
but, nevertheless, is still very topical today in view
of the strong framework that this technology
offers to the entire world of telematic
communications.
The name resolution protocol (DNS) is one of the
oldest protocols on the Internet. It consists of
associating network names (such as,
telecomitalia.it) to IP addresses (represented by a
series of numbers).
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This conversion is originally designed to bring the
digital world (that works more easily with
numbers) closer to the human one (which, on the
other hand, elaborates better a series of letters
and words, rather than numbers).
Therefore, thanks to this protocol the whole world
can easily navigate on the Google search engine
only by typing “google.com”. The alternative way
would be to remember a series of four numbers
such as “216.58.194.142”.
In view of the absolute importance of the DNS
protocol in the digital life of every Internetconnected entity, it is possible to act effectively
on this protocol in order to lower the risk level
associated with web browsing and with all interconnections.
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Almost all the totality of today’s malware (92/
93%) relies on this protocol to complete its work.
These statistics significantly increases by few
points (96%) if we consider those infection
processes that include a multi-stage implant, very
widespread in APT threats.
However, even in the world of usual cyber-crime,
these statistics are no less important if we
consider specific branches of malware. The
totality of today’s crypto-miner, uses the DNS
protocol for communications towards Control and
Command centers (CnC).

4.0 DNS RPZ + MLBEA (Machine
Learning Based Evaluation Algorithm)
As mentioned above, applying blocking actions on
the requests to solve potentially harmful domain
names for our infrastructure, may reduce the risk
levels to which the infrastructure is exposed.
In an hypothetical situation where a spearphishing email reaches the aim of infecting a
device with a first stage of a modular threat,
should one rely on the DNS protocol to install
additional malcious component and taking in
consideration an efficient Cyber Threat Intelligence work of the DNS service operator, the
malicious component would not be able to
successfully close/fulfil its own killchain.
Therefore, the infrastructure will be protected
from activities like the data exfiltration.

launching, on an experimental basis, a service
dedicated to the protections of communications
based on this important protocol, whose adoption
provides a limited number of changes within the
situation in which it has to be included.
Considering the abovementioned necessity of
rapidly classifying and evaluating as many
domain names as possible and with a volume of
new registrations ranging between 90 and 150
thousand units on a daily basis Telsy has adopted
(in addition to the traditional update of the RPZ
“black-list”), a further approach based on
Machine Learning methods useful for recognising
potential malicious resources even when these
where previously completely unknown.

DNS

Malicious Domains

As can be deduced from the example above, the
expected effectiveness of this solution is usually
given by the number and the frequency of
updates that the group of analysis and research
(aka CTI Team) is able to produce. In general, in a
classical “black-list based” approach, the more
malevolent domain names the group will
recognise and classify, the greater the potential
effectiveness of DNS protection.
Telsy SpA, acting as a company involved in the
defence of important cyber perimeters, has
embraced this protection model,

This approach derives from the “security perimeter” concept, where each element of the
whole (i.e. each SecureDNS service’s Client), helps
passively in the protections of the other elements,
just by utilising the service. Indeed, when a
domain name resolution request is made and it
was previously unknown, in the server workload,
evaluation algorithm are included, which aim at
controlling and verifying the presence (or
absence) of specific variables that the remote
service being evaluated presents. If the
evaluation score is negative, the domain is
transferred to the analysis group for additional
verifications.
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5.0 DNS RPZ + MLBEA: Usage Statistics
Telsy SpA has launched the SecureDNS project
on 07/05/2019, making it freely accessible to
everyone. The collected statistical data refer to
the period between 07/05/2019 and 07/25/2019.
During this period, it is possible to notice a
constant increase of users as well as the number
of new domain names resolved on a daily basis (k
requests).
This increase corresponds to a growing number
of new domain names classified as “suspects”
and, hence, subjected to a manual analysis,
confirming the general assumption that a
reactive first-evaluation model based on Machine
Learning and on real statistics can increase the
general efficacy level of the service if compared
to the mere update inflow deriving from the nonspecific research activity.
The majority of these domain names is effectively referred to threat contexts i.e. Control and
Command centres (CnC) and websites ad-hoc
designed for phishing or scam.
Below is reported a statistical graph of malware
threats, blocked by SecureDNS, by type of threat
group.

N. of domain names
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In the following graph, is represented the efficacy
of the system in identifying and classifying
(through statistical analysis) 61 new malicious
and completely unknown domain names,
connected to common feed open source, freely
available.

61
231

6.0 Conclusions
Nowadays, several ISP are already offering
services, which attempt to increase the general
security level of their Clients and, generally, are
limited to the mere filter of potentially unwanted
contents. However, it is widely-known among
experts in the field that, given the centrality of
their role, there is still a great deal that could be
done.
Common barriers to the wider involvement of ISPs
in the security sector, include a wide variety of
costs arising from technical procurement as well
as legal difficulties due to processing, storage and
access to potentially sensitive data.
In order to overcome these barriers, it would be
useful to imagine a new government regulation
that could incentive and centralize the role of ISPs
in the cybersecurity sector.
At the present moment, an ISP does not have the
security of its Clients as the main purpose
because is not directly associated to its corebusiness. However, it lies undoubtedly in an ideal
position to fulfill this need, both for domestic
connection and large economic reality.

Therefore, it is clear that such important issue
needs an in-depth analysis under many aspects.
The same applies for the connection provider
itself, that could be stimulated to focus more on
security aspects (preventive and reactive) of its
Clients, reducing the cyber-attacks risks and, at
the same time, increasing the reliability levels of
the Internet.
A simple experimental service based on securityfilters application on one of the protocols
historically associated with an ISP (i.e. DNS) has
given important insights related to the
hypothetical adoption of a secure DNS perimeter
in which each customer benefits from a “Cyber
Threat Intelligence” activity. The primary source
arises from resolution statistics (DNS queries)
generated by the entire set of customers who are
part of it.
Finally, it is possible to further examine this
concept limiting the users group by sector of
interest (economics, industrial, governmental
etc.) or by geographic area (such as Italy),
expanding the concept of “tailored cyber threat
intelligence”.
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